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Various eye conditions, such as cataracts and refractive errors, induce spatial blur in the retinal image. 
This, by definition, reduces high spatial frequency content. How, if at all, does this impact the temporal 
structure of the visual input? What are the implications of any such spatio-temporal linkage?

Characterizing signal content
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Spatial filtering does not necessarily have to impact the 
temporal content of a video…

But, what happens in less contrived settings, specifically 
natural videos?
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Reduction in spatial resolution of natural videos is accompanied 
by reductions in their high temporal frequency content. 

Amblyopia
Large refractive errors lead not only to the visual system being deprived 
of high spatial frequency content, but also high temporal frequencies. 
Such deprivation would be expected to lead to deficits in high-frequency 
spatial as well as temporal visual processing. Is this really the case?
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“The results showed a clear decrease in 
temporal resolution of patients’ amblyopic eyes 
compared with the dominant eyes in this task.”

“…reduced sensitivity at all temporal frequencies 
with the difference being larger for the high than 
low temporal frequencies.”

IOVS, 2009

Vis Res, 1983

Development
The infant visual system is deprived of high spatial freqs, and hence high 
temporal freqs. Does this serve an adaptive purpose? Might forced reliance 
on low temporal frequencies lead to the development of longer temporal 
integration windows? Is the window of simultaneity longer in infancy?
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Nystagmus
In situations of severe spatial 
degradation, high sf tuned cells are at risk 
of being deprived of temporal stimulation. 
They might suffer greater atrophy relative 
to low sf tuned cells. What compensatory 
strategies might the visual system adopt 
to mitigate this problem? 

One way to endogenously enhance 
temporal stimulation is via micro-
saccades, but these are not very useful 
with spatial blurring. In situations of 
severe spatial degradation, might 
nystagmus arise as an attempt to 
stimulate high sf cells?
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Intervention
If high spatial 
frequency tuned 
cells are also 
tuned to high 
temporal 
frequencies, could 
exposure to high 
frequency 
temporal flicker be 
a way to potentiate 
their responses 
and thereby 
enhance spatial 
acuity?
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The reported neuro-physiological data are not consistent with our 
predictions. According to our observations, high sf cells should also be 
sensitive to high tfs. Low sf tuned cells should be sensitive to low tfs.
In practice, the magno stream cells are sensitive to low sfs, but high tfs. The 
parvo stream cells are sensitive to high sfs and low tfs.

For natural visual sequences, reductions in spatial resolution 
lead to reductions in temporal frequency content. This 
linkage makes several experimentally testable predictions. 
Neurophysiological evidence so far is discordant, but other 
predictions have tentative empirical support.

Conclusion

Data from Prakash children show profound impact of visual 
deprivation on spatial sensitivity, but not much on temporal sensitivity.

Results
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Question
How does convolution with a Gaussian in x-y impact 
an image-stack’s temporal structure?

In this sequence, spatial 
filtering will have no 
impact on the temporal 
structure of the video.

“The threshold for the detection of asynchrony created by a sound 
preceding a visible event was 65 ms in adults and 350 ms in infants and 
[in the reverse direction] 112 ms in adults and 450 ms in infants.”

Implications

Puzzles / Caveats
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